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Trustees to Consider Budget:,!q~Qr
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SlU's budget requests at
this
mo:",ning's
Board of
Trustees flleeting could well
top $ 210 million dollars.
John S. Rendleman, vice
president for business affairs,
said he would ask a capital
improvemems budget of $150
million dollars for all SIU
campuses. Rendleman said the
request would cover a period
in which SIU's total enrollment
Carbondale, Illinois
is expected to reach 36,000
to 40,000 students. The curVolume
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6,500 on other campuses.
Almost $93 million of this
request would be for the Edwardsville Campus, he said.
Rendleman said he could not
say exactly how many years
the period of the request would
cover, since it is based on
estimated enrollment figures.
President Delyte W. Morris is expected to request a
biennial operating budget of
more than $60 million dollars.
This would cover the 1965-67
period.
SIU's last bienniel request,

for the 1963-65 period, totaled
$63.1 miJlion. The *,ate legislatpre pared th~';.."t1~LE1_l0
$56.3" million" iit" 'maRi~lR!e
final appropriation for the
biennium.
If the Board of Trustees
approves the requests they
must be passed on to [he
State Board of Higher Education for approval before being presented to the state legislature next year.
The Board of Trustees is
meeting in the Board Room
of the President's Office.

Trio 'Sings In' Parents Day at 8 p.m.
* *

University, Dorm Units Set
Varied Weekend Activities

Sphinx Club
Selects Ten
New Members
Pat Micken, student body
preSident, was one of ten
persons named to the Sphinx
Club at a meeting of the Student Council Thursday night.
A committee from the Sphinx
Club interrupted the meeting
long enough for Louis
Souchich, chairman of the
group, to announce the new
members.
Others named to the honor
society are Trudy L. Gidcumb,
Eldorado; Trudy K. Kulessa,
Belleville; Gary J. Libberton,
ChIcago; Larry A. Lieber,
Galesburg; J an Nelson Nicpon,
Glen Ellyn; Chuck R. Novak,
Des Plaines; Marsha L. Purdum, Fairbury; Joe B. Taylor,
Decatur, and Dave Welte,
Overland Park.
In business Thursday night,
the Council was asked by
Micken to send a recommendation to the administration
asking them to make allocations for the operating costs
of the SIU women's gymnastic
team.
Micken said that Since the
founding of the team, it has
been operating on money left
over from other funds and
from money made from the
sale of concessions at athletic
events.
It was estimated that $5,796
would be needed to finance
the ream, but with the money
from the athletic event sales,
only $4,296 will be needed
from the University, according to Micken.
The Council referred the
bill to the Student Finance
Committee for further study.

The Chad Mitchell Triowill
kick off this year's parents
Day weekend at SIU with a
concert at 8 tonight in the
Arena.
The group, known for its
unusual style of folk-Singing, will feature parodies, topical satire and typical folk
ballads.
Tickets to the show are still
available at the University
Center intormation desk for
$1 and $2. Some 150 reserved
tickets for faculty members
that were sold at Small Group
Housing are now sold at the
University Center.
Other Parents Day actiVities will be sponsored by the
various living areas and by
the University.
The new SIU Arena will be
open to students and parents
between 8 a.m. and3p.m.Sun-

Harwood Avenue
Open to Cyclists

mE CHAD MITCHELL TRIO

Residenr.e Council Plan

Yokie to Weigh Proposals
On Dorm Overassignments

Recommendations recently
presented by the Residence
Halls Council concerning the
overassignment of University
t1 .... using "will be given due
consideration and will be involved in a final decision ahout
the housing," according to J.
Albin Yokie, coordinator of
housing.
Yokie said he has not had
time ro read all the proposals
and evaluate them.
The rna jar recommendations in the proposed policy
include:
Notification and agreement:
No student shall be assigned
[0 temporary quarters unless
he has agreed in writing to
the conditions specifically
stated in the agreement.
No student shall be required
to share his room with overassigned students unless he
has agreed in WIiting before
his contract is signed.
Reimbursement:
After two weeks in overassigned conditions, all overassignees shall be r:.'mpensated at a rate of at least $1
per day.
All students agreeing t(
Gus says HE has been an
overassigned student ever share their rooms with oversince he came ro SIU.
assignees shall be compen-

GusBode

sated at the rate of at least
$1 per day starting from the
day the overassigned student
takes residence.
Contractual conditions:
Overassigned students shall
have priority over all others
in filling vacancies.
A resident shall have the
right to break his contract,
without penalty, if he is required [0 remain in temporary quarters for more than
two weeks.

Harwood Avenue is not offlimits to motorcyclists as
previously reported.
Joseph Zaleski. assistant
dean of student affairs, said
the motorized cycles are prohibited from entering the Old
Main area by turning off Harwood Avenue on the short
street just east of Anthony
Hall.
However, student cyclists
are permitted to use Harwood
Avenue to get to the new
cycle parking lot on the site
of the old tennis courts just
northwest of McAndrew
Stadium. It has been reported
in Wednesday's Daily Egyptian
that in the near future cycles
would be restricted from entering the campus at Harwood and Illinois Avenues.
Zaleski said cycles also
are prohibited from entering the campus at the Old
Main gate (Grand and University Avenues).

day. Earlier plans to have the
Arena open on Saturday had
to be changed due to other
programs scheduled there.
Students at Thompson Point
will register the names of
their parents at Lentz Hall
Friday night. A drawing will
be held Saturday, and the parems picked will be guests
of honor at dinner in Lentz
Hall Sunday noon.
Thompson Point will also
have a parents' tea from 2
to 4 Saturday afternoon in the
Lentz Hall snack bar lounge.
Most fraternities and sororities:H Small GroupHousing are "lanning teas, smokers
and open houses for Saturday
afternoon. Many organized
off-campus housing units are
also expected to have similar
activities.
Woody Hall will sponsor a
parents' tea from 2:30 to 4:30
p.m. saturday in B. Formal
Lounge. They will also have
an open house from 1 to 5
p.m. The open house will be
open to all parents and friends.
Parents of the Day, selected
at random, will be guests of
President and Mrs. Morris
at 9:45 a.m. Saturday for coffee. Parents will be registered
from 10 a.m. until 2:30 p.m.
Saturday at the main entrance
of the University Center.
Walking tours of the campus will be given between 10:30
a.m. and 3 p.m. Saturday,
leaving from the north entrance of the University Center. The Southern tour train
will make trips through the
campus between 3:30 and
5 p.m. starting at the east
entrance of the center.
Slides entitled "This is
Southern" will be shown between 12:30 and 2:30 p.m.
in the Mississippi River Room
of the center.
Other afternoon activities
Saturday will include a Fash(Continued on Page 11)

Faculty 'All-Stars' to Read Play
Henry Dan Piper, dean of the
Leon Bennett, instructor in
English, will read the title College of Liberal Arts and
role of "King John" at 8 p.m. Sciences; Ralph W. Bushee,
today in the Home Economics rare books librarian; Eelin S.
Harrison, instructor in theaLounge.
Harry T. Moore, research ter; J. Joseph Leonard,
professor of English, and assistant professor of Engspokesman for the SIU Fac- lish, Eric L. von Fuhrmann,
ulty Play Reading Group, des- instructor in English; E. Walcribed the reading as "all- ter Richter, lecturer in radio
star."
and television; James G. BenIn addition to Bennett, the ziger, professor of English.
Mrs. Christian Moe, wife
cast includes Robert D. Faner, chairman of the Depart- of the assistant dean of the
ment of English; Robert B. School of Communications,
Partlow Jr., associate pro- and her son, Eric, complete
fessor of English, and Mar- the cast.
The reading will be open
tha M. Clark, instructor in
English.
to the public.

LEON BENNETT
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MOVIE HOUR
FRIDAY NOVEMBER 13

FURR AUDITORIUM, UNIVERSITY.SCHOOl
ADUlTS60e, STUDENTS 40e WITH ACTIVITY CARD
3 - SHOWS 6:00 - 8:00 - 10:00 P.M.

ROCK HUDSON, GINA LOLLOBRIGIDA
SANDRA DEE and BOBBY DARIN
-IN-

"COME SEPTEMBER"
- IN TECHNICOLOR _
Charming. sang.filled. romantic comedy of a millionaire New Yorker
wJ..o comes every September to reioin his s-.v::etheart and serenade h.,

at his Italian villa. Unbeknown to him the viliG is operated 11 months
a year as a hotel, with his housekeeper pocketing the profits. Fun,
loughs and romantic complications ens""e when he unexpectedl,
rives in July!

a,.

SATURDAY NOVEMBER 14
FURR AUDITORIUM, UNIVERSITY SCHOOL
ADULTS60(, STUDENTS40eWITH ACTIVITY CARD
2-SHOWS 6:30 and 8:30 P.M.

ALAN LADD, SOPHIA LOREN and CLIFTON WEBB
-iN-

UBOY ON A DOLPHIN"
- CINEMASCOPE and COLOR _
Greece and its A, geon islands present a stunning picture when Q
young girl (Sophi 0 Loren) locotes a great ort treasure an the ocean ...

floor while diving for sponges. An archeologist (Alan Ladd) tries to
find it lot the Greek notion wY.ile on r.mscrupulous millionaire (Clifton Webb) w,!>J,es it for his priYote coJt~ction.

Southern Troupe Schedules Play
Written by Former SIU Student
The first performance of a
play written by a student who
did graduate work in the SIU
Department of Theater will
be the Southern's Players'
next production.
"God in the Hawthicket,"
a play about the efforts of a
woman newspaper editor to
bring about integration in a
small southern town, will be
presented in the Southern
Playhouse
Nov. 20-22 and
Dec.I-5.
It is the work of Clifford
Haislip, who did graduate work
here, before returning to
Little Rock University, Little
Rock, Ark., as chairman of
the Department of Speech.
Helen Seitz will lead the
cast as Sally Evans, the crusading editor of a small newspaper in a town called Pine
Valley. William McHughes, as
Ross Evans, Sally's brother,
and Max Golightly, as the
Rev.
T .L.
Duncan, will
portray the leading male
roles.
Christian Moe, associate
professor of theater and assistant dean of the School of
Communications, will direct
the play.
"The plot develops as the
newspaper editor persuades
the school superintendent and
president of the school board
to admit two Negro girls to the
local high
school," Moe
explained.
Problems climaxing in
violence cause the town to
make a decision about itself
and thus forms the basis for
the action, he said.
"This is an attempt to
write a gentle play--compassionate rather than didactic is
the approach used in concentrating on one of the basic
problems of our time," Moe
said. "The interests lie in
the colorful characters in the
script."

He cited as the main problem connected with the production of this premiering
play, the fact that the playwright, Haislip, will not be
present for rehearsals.
"There is always some
question in the understanding
in some lines and actions,"
Moe said, "for the author has
an abstract idea ofthe manner
in which he wishes the play

""The idea of this play is
pertinent to everyone," he
concluded,
""but we are
especially striving to get the
attention of newspapermen,
for the play pertains to the
role newspapers play in integration business."
Other members of the cast
include Bruce Logsdon as
Wayne Collins; Yvonne Westbrook and Marian Honnett will
trade off on the role of Sula
Patterson; Georgia Winn and
Donna Beth Held will share
the part of Mrs. Evans.
Jerry Powell will portray
Jack Donovan; Richard Westlake has the part of Hoyt
Ward; Jeannette Pinnick will
play Winnie Mae Clark, and
Linda Green, her daughter
Eleanor Clark.
Carrie Lee Fortner will
portray
Lena
Wakefield,
Cameron Garbutt has the role
of Clayton McKenny and Barbara Bristol will interpret the
role of Roxie Lisinski.
DarWin Payne will design
the setting--the office of a
small newspaper. Technical
director will be Charles W.
Zoeckler, associate professor
CHRISTIAN MOE
of theater.
to be presented, and without
Mina Jane Thauburn will
him to guide the action, it handle costumes, and Roxanne
makes
the interpretation Christensen will be stage
manager.
difficult."

Metropolitan Opera Broadcasts
Are Slated on WSIU Radio

WSIU Radio will broadcast
all 20 Saturday matinee performances of the 1964-65
Metropolitan Opera season.
This is WSIU's third year
as a member of the special
Metropolitan Opera Radio
Network. Approximately 120
radio stations in the United
States and Canada comprise
the opera network.
The first onera broadcast
will be Donizetti's "Lucia di
DAlLY EGYPTlA.iV
at 1 p.m.
PubUahed in the Department of Lammermoor"
i.=:::':rln~ai::l1::,c&:f!r, s~~~. :~ Saturday, Dec. 5. This will
eight-week Summer term e.cept durin. be a new production headed
UniverSity vacatton perJod..... aminatioa. by the renowned Australian
week •• aDd leaal hollday. by Southem
Illinois Univeraity. C ...bondale. Illinois. soprano, Joan Sutherland.
Publhbed on Tueaday and Frida,. of
each week fo'P the I1nal three weeke 01
The complete opera perthe twelve-week s1lllUDer term. Second
formances originate live from
~j::t· &~l~t:·::"le~i~b:t a~~· ai-=:·~~ the stage of the Metropolitan
1879.
Pollcle. of the EilypUaa are the Opera house in New York
rellponatbUity 01 the edltc.r.. Statements
publhhfti here do Dot aece ••• rUy re- City.
flect the opinion of the adminiitraUoD
Between acts, listeners will
or aDy delD_lmenl of the Univetlllty.
weekly editions of
Editor. Walter W•• chick.. Fiacal hear
Officer. Howard R. Lone. Editorial and
and busine.. offlce. loc.ted in Bwld- "Opera News on the Air," a
In. T .... 8. Phone: 453·2354.
feature
with leading perEditorial Conference: .Fred Beyer.
Alice CanriRht, Ric Call, Joe Cook. sonages from the music world
John Epperheimell'. Richard LaSuaa.
as
they
discuss
the opera of
Robert Reincke, Robert Smith.
Froank
the day or operatic subjects
l\.fessenmith.

VARSITY LATE SHOW
TOHITE AND SATURDAY HITE OHLY
BOX OFFICE OPENS 10: 15 P.M. SHOW STARTS 11:00 P.M.
ALL aEATS $1.00

"BRILUAITI
POSSESSES LIKE
MESUUIE,
SOME (~~"'CAL
MUISO'
HEIGHTENIIG
AU ONE'S
SENSES!"

SOUTHERN'S FILM SOCIETY
PRESENTS

UTHE WHITE REINDEER"
FINNISH DIALOG WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES

STARRING
MIRJAMI KUOSMANEN & KALERVO NISSILA

-

SUNDAY NOVEMBER 15
MORRIS LIBRARY AUDITORIUM
ADULTS60(, STUDENTS40CWITH ACTIVITY CARD
2 - SHOWS 6':30 and 8:30 P.M.

Br~ndan G~II

in general, often with the use
of instrumental and vocal
illustrations.
Another intermission feature will be the "Opera Quiz"
in which a panel of opera
experts will answer questions
received from the radio
audience.
Other operas scheduled are
six
by
Verdi:
'"Aida:'
""Ernani:" "Falstaff," '"La
Forza del Destino," "Rigoletto," and ""Simon Boccanegra"; three by Puccini: ""Madama Butterfly,'" "Tosca"
and ""Turando."

"C~~~ F~~er::tte~r a~oz"~~;
Nozze di Figaro"; two by
Wagner: "Der Fliegende Hollander" and '"Die Walkuere";
two by Richard Strauss: "Der
Rosenkavalier" and "Salome";
and ""Les Contes
d'Hoffmann" by Offenbach,
Donizetti's "'Oon Pasquale";
""Samson et Dalila" by SaintSaens', and Samuel Barber's
"Vanessa."
Veteran announcer Milton
Cross will narrate the story
of each week's opera.

Phone listing Is Wrong
The phone number of J.
Cary Davis, chairman of the
Department of Foreign Languages, is 453-2689, not 4532811 as listed in the Student
Directory. The Departmental
Office number is 453-2811.

Today's
Weather

~

' I ~.~~

POINT OF ORDER!
\rm~"ll"1 itrth," IIll"ilnnl("
E"'IJr d .. \nlunm and ~)anu'l Talhuf

.\ him "r Ih.

J-rndu('C"d

b~

••Aim RWIE·sru:.1JI6 PWEllUrml •

.~.·~/I(.~

~~~~

Fair to
partly cloudy.
Slightly cooler. High in [he
upper 50s to the low 60s.
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Activities

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
LJi

Meetings and Movies

Two coeds have been elected
to vacated executive board
offices in a Thompsen POint
area special election.
Lynda Von Kriegsfield of
Brookfield was selected secretary. The new Thompson
Point treasurer is Karen
Alexander of Pekin.

Scheduled for Today
Inter-Va.rsity Christian Fel10wshiP meets at 11 a.m.
~ Room B at the Universny Center.
The ~oslem Student Associatlon meets at 2 p.m. in
Room E at the University
Center.
"Come September" will be
shown at the Movie Hour
at 6, 8, and 10 p.m. at
Furr Auditorium.
The Latin American Organization will hold it!, meeting at 7:30 tonight in Room
F at the University Center.
Paul Campisi, professor of
sociology, will speak on
"Forbidden Games" at the
Horizons program at 8 p.m.
in M1.:ckelroy Auditorium.
"The Thread of Life" (on
genetics) will be the topic

SIU SCh e d u Ie s
Computer Class
Registration for an adult
education class in data processing will be held at 9
a.m., Nov. 30, in the Mississippi Room, University
Center.
The course covers new
equipment used to optically
scan documents, and it eliminates key punch operation.
TUition for non-university
personnel is $12. No fee will
be charged to students and
employes of sm.
The class schedule consists
of a half-day introduction, one
day on form design, two days
on programming, one-half day
on data acquisition, and one
day on applica; ion.
Class sessions will be held
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., Nov.
30 through Dec. 4. Peter Wahl,
from the Measurement Research Center, Iowa City,
Iowa, will instruct the course.
The course is being offered
by the Division of Technical
and Adult Education in cooperation with the Data Processing and Computing Center
here.

Foreign Students
Receive Invitation
The International Student
Center has received an invitation for six to eight foreign
students to spend the entire
Thanksgiving vacation with
American families in Mt.
Carmel.
Any international student
interested in accepting one
of these invitations should report to the International Student Center today.

Marketing Group
To Meet Oil Men
The American Marketing
Association will meet Tuesday
at 7:30 p.m. in the Studio
Theater.
The group wlll act as hosts
to Shell Oil Co. representatives.
A discussion of personnel
problems relating to procurement and evaluation of sales
personnel is planned.

NOW is the time fa
make plans for your
holiday trip home.
Let us make reservations
and arrangements far you at
na extra charge.

B & A TRAVEL
"We do everything

but pack your bag."
Phone 549-1863
115 S. University

of discussion at 8 tonight
in Browne Auditorium at
the Probe series program.
Shakespeare's "King John"
wlll be read at 8 p.m. in
the Family Living Lounge
in the Home Economics
Building.
A record dance is scheduled
for 8:30 tonight in the Roman Room at the University
Center.

nur

prosc.nlwn

UI1L

0 pen House Set
A t Cra b 0 rc har d

The annual Crab Orchard
Refuge Open House will be
held Sunday afternoon at Crab
Orchard.
The service committee of
the University Center Programming Board announced
that it has plans for a bus
to take students to points of
interest at Crab Orchard.
Students interested in attending this tour may sign
up at the Activities Office
today.
The bus will leave the University Center at I p.m. Sunday.

2 TP Coeds Elected
To Executive Board

an (ntimate

WEL.L, r

GlOT YOU A ~lINCI PATE" -.!JLJi YOU'L.L
HAVE TO PICK. I-IE~ UP YOLlJi:~eL~.1/
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Gregor Pietigorsky Featured
On WSIU·TV Film Tonight

W
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Gregor Pietigorsky will be
attempt to analyze whypeofeatured on Film Concert at
pIe voted as they did on
7 tonight on WSIU-TV.
Nov. 3rd.
This film will give a candid portrayal of the busy day 8 p.m.
Challenge: A power plant
A group discussion on ca- life of the famous cellist.
Other program highlights
of the future which makes
reer opportunities in psycholmore fuel than it consumes.
are:
ogy and how to enter the graduate psychology program will
8:30
p.m.
be held from 3 to 5 p.m. 6 p.m.
Encore: The Indian ExperFestival of the Arts: FeaNov. 19 in the Studio Theatures The Cincinnati Symiment.
tre in University School.
phony Orchestra conducted
All undergraduates majorby Max Rudolph and playing
ing in psychology are urged 7:30 p.m.
the
music of Richard
Of
People
and
Politics:
An
to attend the discussion, esStrauss and Ravel.
pecially juniors and seniors.
A number of psychologyfacYELLOWS - ARE - SOLIGHT • BY • PEOPLE
ulty members will give brief
talks on their specialties.
More than half the time will
.. Antony and Cleopatra"
be reserved for a question- will highlight the Shakespearanswer session.
ean Festival series at 7:30
tonight on WSIU Radio.
Other program highlights
are:

o

Psychology Career
Discussion Slated

R
G

o
o
o
T

'A nthony, Cleopatra ,

On Radio Tonight

Fri. & Sat.,
Nov. 13 & 14

8:30 p.m.
Phone 549·2913
409 S. lIIinais
- OF. THOUGHT

YELLOW CAB CO., INC.
Phone 457 -8121

Touring Theater
Play Set Sunday

Only Carbondale performances of the SIU Touring Theater"s production "The Rivalry," by Norman Corwin,
will be presented Sunday in
the University Center, at 2
and 8 p.m., SherWin Abrams
of the Department of Theater,
has announced. Admission will
be without charge.
This dramatization of the
great debates between Abraham Lincoln and Stephen A.
Douglas, as they campaigned
for the senatorship from illinois in 1858, is one of two
productions that have been
presented in 18 other communities of Southern nIinois during the past five weeks. The
other was uM a rl i n the
Magnificent," a children's
play.
Both have been directed by
Archibald McLeod, chairman
of the Theater Department.

F:Jt-..

10 a.m.
They Bent Our Ear.

12:30 p.m.
News Report: The latest
national, international, and
regional news.
3:30 p.m.
Concert
Hall:
Brahms'
"Rhapsody for Contralto,
Male
Chorus and
Orchestra."
7:30 p.m.
Folksounds.

11 p.m.
Moonlight Serenade:
McKavanaugh is host.

Dan

R«ord Dance Tonight
Record dance tonight in
the
Roman Room of the
University Center from 8 to
12:30.

For the Finest in Food and Service..•

Piper's Parkway Restaurant
Carbondale

209 S. Illinois Ave.

Downtown on Rt. 51
OPEN 11 a.r.1. to 10 p.m.

MEAL - TICKET SALE
Reg.

On Sale SAVE

'3 - $5.50 MEAL TICKETS $71.50 $50.00 $21.50
6 - $5.50 MEAL TICKETS $33.00 $25.00 $ 8.00
2 - $5.50 MEAL TICKETS $11.00

$ 9_50 $ 1.50

1 - $5.50 MEAL' TICKETS $5.50

$5.00 $ .50

PRESIDENT
PHILIP M. KIMMEL

CARBONDALE, ILL.
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THE "UN-GROUP"

P_olicies of Xa are the" sole re-spons,
blUty of the editors and the advisef'.
The content of. this pag~ 1s not lnlen
to rf!'nect rht' opi.nion of the ad~
mini slration or any department of the
University. Communications shou!d be
addressed to Ka at Student Activitles
or pho-:1.e 3-2525.
d~d

~~~~:i~ll- Edil~~

: : : -. -_ .~ CEi':~K~r~:::.!

.Fa,;:uJty. Adviaer - .... - Georg. McClure

Students' Prayer
Dedicated to: the Fallen
By George Stillwell
No" r lay me down to sleep.
I pray the Lord my grades
to keep.
If I should die before I
awake,
Up to Heaven my transcript
take.
And, God, I ask just one
thing more.
When f reach that Golden
Door,
And up to good Saint Peter
go,
Can I get in With 3.5 or
below?

Divided We Tlwught
It would seem that there
has been an unusual amount
0;' student interest in the reVision of student council; at
least six persons have been
moved to comment in the STU
newspaper and about the same
number has expressed opinions in this student publication. For a student boc!y too
apathetic to support a "Student Apathy League", this
constitutes a deluge of student
opinion.
The' reason for this undoubtedly rests in the realization
that we, the student of C'dale,
and they, the students of
E'ville (no symbolic concluSions, please) are not one
jolly giant of !'>tudent unity,
but
rather, two separate
groups with separate interests. I cannot comment on the
uniqueness of Southern's Edwardsville branch, but we are
all acquainted with the uniqueness of our own campus. At
Carbondale, we have the :tfore
mentioned
student nev!spapers, our year book, and
theatre productions such as
"Who's Afraid of Virginia
Wolf" (complete With allegorical white mice With little red
eyes and no gilded mouse
house), along with other student activities that do not and
should not affect nor be affected by students attending
different classes on a different
campus, 120 miles from here.
In faCt~ the only entity of
potential 'combining nature is
our school
motto: "Deo
Valente", loosely translated
as "one campus under God."
--L.E.J.

The basic premise of a
government is that it represents the interests of somebody in such a way that it is
of conc\. rn to those particular somebodys. Basically, the
government makes rules within which the participants, the
citizens and interests, are
going to have to play. Forthis
reason it becomes imperative
for the interests and citizens
to be il'terested in getting
those persons whom the interested parties conSider
qualified to do these necessary things for them.
On our campus we have a
student government, or so it is
called. When we analyze this
pseudo-government, we find
that its only claim to the title is that its members are
elected. Since, as we know,
elections do not necessarily
make up a government, even
this claim can't qualify it.
More specifically, we should
analyze what the participants',
i.e.. the students' interests
are, who makes the rules concprning these interests, and
then observe where the power
of government really lies.
The interests of the students
are to be found ultimately in
the rules concerning t~,e aca-demic and social areas of
the campus. The academic
rules are those rules which
establish what courses a Student may take, what the requirements for graduation
are, what the established system of grading is, and what
the student may legally do to
attain these things. Since these
areas concern the interest of
the stUdent, why doesn', he
talre a more active role and
voice in his student government? The main reason would
seem to be that his government doesn't establish any of
the rules which are estab-'
lished in this area. An entrenched hierarchy, far removed from the students'
control, and usually far removed from his view, makes
such rules. Since he has
nothing to say concerning the
selection or [he control of
these individuals, the student
can't do anything about them.
And since his student government doesn't have anything to
say about the
rules, he
doesn't concern himself too
much With it either. The student knows he lives in a dictatorship; he tries to make
the best of it by playing the
rules of the hierarchy. Well,
what about the area of social rules? This is the area
concerned with what is acceptable student behavior.
With rules about where the S(Udent can live, about what he
can urive (indeed, even if he
can drive), where he (or, more
frequently, she) can or cannot
go •••• Upon analYSiS, we find
that the student doesn't have
a great deal to say about
thiS, either. His government
certainly doesn't. The same
hierarchy
controls these
things; and. again, the student doesn't concern himself

with his government because it
isn't concerned With the intere&ts of the student. In short,
who cares who's elected? They
aren't going to do anything
of importance, anyway.
Thus, it would seem thatthe
so-called student government is not a government at
all. The individuals making it
up are usually those who were
fortunate enought to have convinced enough of their friends
to come out to the polls to defeat their opponents' friends.
Their object
seems to be
merely to go through the motions of democratic procedure, to get their names in
the newspaper and their pictures in the Obelisk, and to
go on trips paid for with the
students' money. The organization also helps to feed the
egos of the elected young Bryans. Why, then, does this
worthless (to most of the students) organization exist? It
would seem that the main reason is that if one gives an
electorate the impression that
it is governing itself, it won't
revolt. Tell the people how
good they are at governing,
give them a parliament in
which to bewail their woes,
and make sure it is wellpublicized -- and make sure
that the publication is controlled by those in power.
This maxim has been used
many times before, and no
self-respecting dictatorship
should miss the opportunity
to use it, even if the dictators are
college administratocs.
As a result, student government will have to continue to
be the "un-group" until its
reason for being has been
reinterpreted. Until it is established .hat student govern-

ment should be abolished or be
given power, it will continue
to be the "un-group", the unqualified doing t:le unnecess ary, for the uninterested; and
students will continue to think
of all government as worthless machinery. To paraphrase St. Mathew, so long as
the blind lead the bland, they
shall remain in a rut. To
overcome thiS, we must demand that student government,
be made worthwhile, with the
qualified doing the necessary
for the interested, or that it
be abolished.

A Nuclear Policy
(Scene: The aUdience's concept of a household in middle-class America. the vague,
complacent, much maligned,
middle-class America. There
are two men seated at a kitchen table. Joe, a middleclass American, is speaking
with a nameless insurance
agent.)

Joe: No, I'm sorry, I'm definitely not interested in any
of the poliCies you've shown
me.
Insurance Agent: Well, sir,
I do have one more policy
that you might be interested
in. It's our newest one. I
think it would be quite a
worthwhile investment for
you.
Joe: All right then, tell me
about it.
IA: Sir, have you thought
about --- the bomb?
Joe: The bomb?
fA: Yes. The H-bomb. The
big one.
Joe; Oh, you mean the one
that crops up in the newspapers now and then. No,
I don't think about it too
much. They don'ttest in this
neighborhood, you know.
lA: It's not the testing, sir.
Suppose the Russians or
perhaps the Red Chinese
drop a bomb on this CORlmunity tomorrow. Would
you be able to care for your
MW!lWifS
loved ones' financial problems while you are in the
hospital?
Joe: You may have something
to think about there.
IA: And what if, God forbid,
your loved ones themselves might have to be
hospitalized for radiation
burns. You and your family
probably have dreams which
being hospitalized could set
back for no telling how many
months.
Joe: As a matter of fact I
do have some land in New
REGIONAL NEWS
Mexico that I've been planning to build on.
MARISSA, ILL., (KA) -A spokesman for the Univer- iA: You have land. Do you
know
what radiation failsity of Illinois said today that
University anornies were
looking into the legality of the
proposed purchase of Route
13
by Southern Illinois
University.
Didder Dodder, Regional
Vice PreSident in Charge of
Ev<?cything, said he thought
SIU's action was "pretty
sneaky".
"If anyone's going to mess
with this 'one university'
thing", Dodder said, "It's
going to be us!"
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; "YOU CAN FOOL SOME OF
~ THE PEOPLE SOME OF
THE TIME, SUT YOU CAN
FOOL ALL OF THE
STUDENTS ALL OF THE
TIME"

out can do to vegetation?
It can kill all vegetation,
except for one type. They
are almost, sort of positive that crabgrass thrives
on radiation.
Joe: Oh, my Lawn! I worked
for years before I drove
the crabgrass from my front
yard. I dread to think of
my pink flamingo lawn ornaments wing deep in crabgrass again. How does this
policy deal with such a catastrophe?
IA:That·s taken care of under
the section of the policy titled, "Absolute, Complete,
Total
Protection
from
Green Grass Gap." Now,
if a Bomb is dropped as
an act of war anywhere
has any adverse effect on
your lawn, God forbid, Joe,
you will be relieved toknow
that you qualify for the following: (1) a six-month supply of lawn food; (2) a 25gallon tank of Hinckley and
Schmitt
pure, distilled
water; (3) a scythe, and,
(4) 3 roll of Saran Wrap,
for protection from radiation.
Joe: Sounds great! But what
about my flamingoes?
IA: Well, for a small additional monthly premium you
can be covered under the
clause titled," Absolute,
Complete, Total Protection
from Flamingo Gap".
Joe: What's the total monthly
premium?
IA: We ask no money. All we
ask is a five-gallon jug of
pure, distilled water which
will be stored in a cave
at our home office in Gibraltar.
Joe: Where Do I sign?
(The insurance agent indicates
a dotted line on the policy
form.)
IA: You'll not regret this,
Joe. You can rest assured
that you won't be caught unprepared when they drop
that Bomb. God forbid.
Curtains

....

CARBONDALE, EDWARnSVILLE,
E. ST.
LOUIS,
ALTON, CARTERVILLE SAIGON, (KA)-- Vice President
Ricky Ticky announced the
administration has petitioned
the Association of Land Grant
Colleges and Universities, requesting that it change its
name to Southern IllinoiS University·and points West.
.
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Research at SIU

'Explosion' Divides Yeast Cells;
2 Scientists Show New Theory

E.A.'TALLEY

HAROLD BLUMENFELD

Editors' Workshop to Discuss
Press Problems, Techniques
The lllinois Editor's Workshop, sponsored by the Department of Journalism &nd
the Extension Division of SIU,
wHl begin its weekend program with an informal gettogether at 7 0' clock tonight
in the presidential suite of
the Holiday Inn.
E.A.
Talley, telegraph
editor of the St. Loui8 PostDispatch, is director of the
workshop. Tom Pendergast,
chief of the St. Louis Associated Press Bureau; C.
Richard Gruny, SIU legal
counsel; Harold Blumenfeld,
executive picture editor of
the
United
Press International; and Emmett G. Bedford, SIU journalism instructor,
will
also
conduct
workshop sessions.
Pendergast will conduct a
session in "Handling Teletypesetter Copy" at 9 a.m.
Saturday in the Agriculture
Seminar Room. "Wire Editing and Writing Headlines on
Wire Copy" will be discussed
by Talley at 1~:30 a.m. Lunch
will be served in the Illinois
and Sangamon River Rooms of
the University Center.
Afternoon sessions will
begin with "Libel and Other
Legal Problems of the Press"
by Gruny at 1:30, followed
by "Picture Editing" at 3
o'clock
with
Blumenfeld
speaking. There will be a tour
of the production plant of the
Daily Egyptian at 4:30. Free

Trainees Sought
By Soil Service
Andy M. Kmetz, personnel
offtcer With the Soil Conservation Service state office in
Champaign, will speak on career opportunities with the
SCS at a meeting for interested students at 10 a.m. Friday in the Agriculture Seminar Room.
The agency is especially
interested in agriculture students for full-time summer
trainee pOllitions. Kmetz will
be available for interviews
and personal conferences
from 11 a.m. until 3 p.m. by
appointment.
Appointments
may be made at the School
of Agriculture Office.

tickets to the SIU vs. Toledo
football game will be given to
those attending the workshop.
"Editing Local Copy and
Writing Headlines on Local
Stories" will be discussed
by Bedford at 9:30 Sunday
morning. A windup questionand-answer session will be
held at 11 a.m.
The workshop, first of its
kind to be conducted by SIU,
will be open to students enrolled in journalism classes.

Two SlU microbiologists,
Dan O. McClary, assistant
professor, and Wilbert D.
Bowers, Jr., a doctoral candidate in the microbiology department, presented a paper
before the American Society
for Cell Biology, holding its
annual meeting in Cleveland.
Bowers, who read the paper, presented evidence inthe
form of dark-field photomicrographs and electron micrographs which showed that one
of the prevalent theories of
cell division in baker's yeast
is based upon illusory observations.
According to this theory,
which is based upon timelapse, dark field cinematography--a process by Which
an automatic camera takes
pictures at definite intervals
producin~ a moving picture
effect--the yeast cell divides
by an explosive emergence of
a naked, spherical mass of
protoplasm through a rupture
which it produces by internal
pressure upon the wall of the
cell.
Bowers and McClary have

Philosopher Don Ihde Wrote
'The Tragedy of Freedom'
The Philosophy Department
has added Don s. Ihde, of
Vt., as an
Lom.londerry.
assistant professor to its list
of faculty members.
Ihde, who formerly taught
at the Boston University, Boston, Mass., as a philosophy
lecturel- received his B.A.
degree r."om the University of
Kansas ii' 1956. In 1959 he
received hlg B.D. Degree from
Andover Newton Theological
school; and in 1964 he received
his Ph.D. from Boston University.
He is a member 'If the
American Civil Libenies
Union, the American Philosophical Association and the
Society for Phenomenology
and Existential Philosophy.
lhde, is married to the
former Carolyn Wilcox of
Lawrence, Kansas. Theyhave
three children, Leslie Ann,
6, Lisa Carole, 4, and Eric
Martin, 2.
He is a member of Phi
Beta Kappa and Delta Sigma
Rho, honorary forsensic society. He was graduated Cum
Laude from Andover Newton.
He was also a recipient of
the Donnelly Scholarship, the

Art Prof I. Attending
Seminar in W'uconsin

Frost Scholarship, the Chick
Scholarship, a Teachin!/; As ..
sistantship, and the Turner
Graduate Fellowship.
He is the author of "The
Tragedy of Freedom," "Paul
Ricoeur's Phenomenological
Methodology and Philosophic
Anthropology," "The Philisophi Forum" and "The Phenomenological Movement."

Orville Alexancier, chairman of the SIU Department of
Government. has been invited
to participate in a two-week
s.:minar on the United States
Constitution beginning Dec. 26
at the C enter for the Study
of Democratic Institutions.
Santa Barbara, Cal1i.
Alexander said he was asked
to present a report at the
seminar on current concepts
of some of the most important problems of federalism.
Other leading political scientists from throughout the nation will report on constitutional problems.
The Center for the Study
of Democratic Institutions is
supported by the Ford Foundation's Fund for the Republic and headed by Robert
Hutchins, former chancellor
of the University of Chicago.
Cost of attending the conference for both Alexander
and his Wife will be borne
by The Fund for the Republic.

Worship Each Sunday

Adverth•• ,..

~

MClgnCl"o~

••• lets you give your
famlly the mQ~t glorious
music they've ever heard!
These components gIve greate.,!: Stereo and F M/

AM Rildlo performance __ . more audiO power
.... and ten times the effiCiency of a tube set

Powerful com.,ln •• It.,••
Amplifier .nd Radio Choahhas no tubes. TllOUlh ten times
as efficient as a comparablo tube
sct, it uses 1/1Oth th.lIl~
power-no more than ••m.1I

Alexander Slated
To Attend Seminar

Armstrong to Give
Talk to Corn Club
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that produced by yeast cells.
Electron micrographs of
yeast cells with buds ranging
in size from minute projections through many variations
in size up to mature cells
revealed intact cell walls of
equal thickness enclosing both
the bud and the mother cell
throughout
the
budding
process.
Bowers' research on this
and other projects is supported in pan by a U.S.
Public ~ealth Service training.grant.

Meet the New Faculty

Alice M. Schwartz, associate professor of art and instructional television, will attend a study seminar in el<.tensian and adult education in the
visual arts at the University
of Wisconsin today through Shop With
Saturday.
Miss Schwartz is chairman
DAILY EGYPTIAN
of the section on training of
Advertiaen
David L. Armstrong, as- personnel for the meeting.
sistant proiessor of agricultural industries, will speak at
the annual dinner meeting of
the Jackson County 150- bush9:15 a.m •• First Service
el Corn Club at 6 p.m. at
the Gorham High School.
Fr •• Bus at 9:00 a.m.
He will speak on "Feasi10:45 a.m •• Second Service
bility of Large Machinery."
Awards will be presented at
Fr•• Bus at 10:30 a.m.
the meeting to area farmers
E.L. Hoffman, Postor
who have produced high yields.
Sbop _tOt

shown through many hundreds of dark-field observations and photographs that the
observed "hole" is an artifact of focusing and that readjustment of focus will always
result in an entire ring of
refracted light which encloses both the bud and the
mother cell.
They f:..rther show that the
dark-field microscope is not
an adequate instrument for
the study, since inert bodies,
including oil droplets, reveal
much the same picture as

FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
214 W. MAIN
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Associated Press News Roundup

Drought Cost Is in Millions,
But Weekend Storms Possible

Floods Kill 5,000,
Cripple Viet War
DA NANG, South Viet Nam
(A P) -The most disastrous
floods in 60 years have
drowned 5,000 or more persons north of Saigon and dealt
a severe blow to the war on
the Communist guerrillas, officials said Thursday.
With roads, bridges and
railways washed away, a U.S.
military adviser declared:
"This flood has hurt our
communications more than
thousands of tons of Viet Cong
explosives could have done."
Rebuilding the roads and
railroads
pre se nted an
enormous problem ro a nation
where already the Viet Cong
stage daring strikes at the
doorstep of Saigon.
"To rebuild all this," a U.S.
adviser said, "will take large
engineer units.
"If the Viet Cong tries to
interfere with this work, very
large numbers of security
troops will have to be brought
in to secure the engineers.
As it is, we're very short
of troops anyway. This in turn
could be damaging to other
areas, if we have to divert
troops here."
The tirl'lt concern, however,

was to get food and medicine
to the thousands homeless and
hungry in the 10 provinces
struck by the typhoon-fed
rains.
U.S. Air Force transIX>rt
planes began an airlift of supplies [Q larger cities. Orner
U.S. aircraft defied downpours
and Communist guerrilla fire
to take relief supplies into
the flood area.
Mountain valleys and coastal
plains were swept clean. Entire hamlNs of flimsy bamboo
huts with thatched roofs were
washed away without a trace.
U.S. officials felt that probably the Viet Gong guerrillas
got off more lightly than people
on the government side. !\lost
of the ViN Gong base areas
arc on high ground.
Despite the desol"tion and
tragedy of a huge expanse of
Viet Nam, the war in the
North was continuing. Near
the coastal city of Quang Ngai
Tuel'lday, a large Viet Cong
unit fought a heavy engagement with local security
forces, apparently trying to
seize fo~).; supplies and silence
government artillery.

TAX CUTS PLANNED - Secretary of the Treasury Douglas
Dillon conferred with President
Johnson this week at the LB]
Ranch and then announced plans
to seek repeal of $550 million of
excise taxes. (AP Paoto)

Bolivian Aid Cut
Draws Criticism
LA PAZ, Bolivia (A P)-Suspension of U.S. aid to Bolivia
because of the overthrow of
the regime of President Victor Paz Estenssoro drew protests and criticism Thursday
from political leaders and the
press.
Washington cut off all but
emergency aid. The total has
been running around $300 million in the last 12 years.
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CHICAGO (AP) - The nation's eastern half is counting
the multimillion-doBar cost of
a mild, sunny aut'Jmn in terms
of forest and farm fires, crop
losses, and dwindling water
supplies.
The stable weather pattern
of the last six weeks broke
out Thursday with storm patterns in the Upper Mississippi
Valley and the West, loosing
winds and some rain.
It was too much wind and
roo little rain at the outset.
Winds of more than 60-mile
velocity whipped flames which
have charred more than 12,000
acres of bn.:sh, timber and
farmland
in
IllInois and
Indiana.
Southern Illinois has its 45th
day without appreciable rainfall.
Fires burned over 10,000
acres there, and 2,200 acres
in Indiana.
A disturbance in the Far
West held the best hope of
relief, possibly by Saturday.
In the west, Sharp cold penetrated into Arizona and precipitated rains and snows during the last week.
Sunshine returned to much
of Northern California Thursday, and ski resorts made
ready for openings this week-

end--the earliest start in a
quarter of a century.
The storm centered Thursday in Oregon, spreading snow
across the Rockies. Two
inches of new snow fell at
Spokane, Wash.
The storm front, with
teulperatures mostly in the
teens, flowed over the Rocky
Mountain barrier and began
to stir up the plains weather.
Dry conditions extended
from eastern Colorado's fi3tland farms to Mame and New
Jersey. In the East, the greatest drought damage appeared
at this stage to have been
wrought in pasturage--feeding
grounds for livestock--and in
shorting the yield of grain and
truck crops.
Germination damage was
widespread, including winter
wheat plamings.
Water supplies were a
worry. Some reservoirs were
at their lowest levels in years,
or in history. Indiana's Gov.
Matthew E. Welsh banned all
outdoor fires in Indiana. Forest fire danger was serious,
although not critical, in many
eastern states.

Grand Duke Jean
Becomes Ruler
Of Luxembourg
LUX E M B 0 U R G (A P)
Prince Jean, 43, took over the
red velvet throne of Luxembourg as grand duke Thursday
on the abdication of his
mother, Grand Duchess Charlotte. He became the first man
to rule this prosperous little
constitutional monarchy in 52
years.
"The decision of my be loved
mother to retire from state
affairs after presiding for so
many years over the country's
fate will not remove her, I
am sure, from the hearts of
Luxembourgers," he said.
Jean pledged to seek the
elimination of "all that can
remain of material and moral
misery" and ro pursue the
traditional role of this country--a member of both the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization and the European Common Market--as a connecting
link between bigger powers.
Grand Duchess Charlotte,
68, had announced last March
that she would retire because
of age. The ruler of Luxembourg's 330,000 people for
45 years, she signed the abdication decree in a palace
ablaze with flowers sent by
admirers from all parts of
the 999-square-mile realm.

France, Germany

In Tiff Over Tariffs
BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP)French and West Cerman
delegates skirmished T,;ursday about how far Western
Europe should go to meet
the tariff-cutting proposals
advanced by the late President
John F. Kennedy in the U.S.
Trade Expansion Act of 1962.
A decision--if only a decision to fight again later-is due Monday. Commercial
nations have promised to repoT' in Geneva on which of
their tariffs they will cut and
which they won':.
?resident Johnson is empowered under the 1962 law
to slash nearly all American
tariffs in half, provided the
European GOT'""!mon Market
member!" and o,her countries
slash their own the same way.
France, a high tariff country, wants a long list.
West Gf. rmany wants a short
one.
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Get-Aquainted Gathering

Johnson, Mexican President
Meet, Feast, Speak at Ranch
By Douglas B. Cornell
JOHNSON ~lTY, Tex. (AP)
-With a warm welcome under
a warm Indian summer sun,
the President of the United
States embraced the president-elect of Mexico Thursday
at a gala get-acquainted gettogether.
The stage for this first
meeting of President and Mrs.
Johnson and President-elect
and Mrs. Gustavo Diaz Ordaz
was the LBJ Ranch in the
rolling hills along the Pedernales River.

Nuclear Sub
Riot Fizzles
Bruce Shanks, Buffalo Eyening News

Assembly or Crime Commission
To Hear Testimony on Payoffs
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. (AP)Allegations by Sen. Paul
Simon, D-Troy, about payoffs
of state legislators will be
heard by the lIlinoi!'; Crime
Commission in the event the
legi81~ture does not call him,
the commission voteJ Thursday.
Commission members said
legislators indicated they plan
to have Simon testify before
General Assembly committees. Six commissioners voted
for the hearing by the anticrime group, and five voted
present.
Simon was co-author of a
national
magazine article
which said some members of
the Illinois legislature accept
payoffs or are gUilty of other
wrongdoings.
The move to call Simon
before the commission was
starred by Rep. Ed Lehman,
R-East St. Louis. His morion
was supported by Rep. Leo
Pfeffer,
D - Seymour and
others.
Lehman said Simon should
be called to see what con-

Who's Afraid of
Friday the 13th?
NOVA TO, Calif. (AP) - A
little thing like Friday the 13th
isn't interfering With Bank of
Marin plans to open a new
branch at Novato--not With the
insurance bank officers are
packing.
Just to make sure no ill
winds are blowing today, the
officers
announced they'll
come fortified with a horseshoe, rabbit's foot, four-leaf
clover and a Japanese good
luck cat.
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ph. 549-3560

crete evidence he has. Lehman said he would pay the
commission's expense if the
commission lacked the money.
L. Morrell Gross of Hinsdale, a commission member,
said:
"If a senator makes charges
about public offiCials, we have
to take notice. If he testified
he had no evidenc.e, I would
gladly vote for a motion to
censure him."
Sen. John Meyer, Radanville, who noted that after
Jan. 1 he was no longer a
legislator, said a hearing
would give the matter more
attention than it was worth.
Meyer, who did not run for
re-election, was a primary
candidate for secretary of
state.

Purdue Computer
Sets Dance Dates
LAFAYETTE, Ind. (AP) Everybody will have a blind
date, arranged by a computer,
at a Purdue University "IBM"
dance tonight.
Vital statistics, hobbies,
habits and ambitions of several hundred students will be
fed to the university's big
new IBM 7094 computer. The
electronic marvel is supposed
to match boys and girls of
appropriate sizes and similar
interests.

SASEBO, Japan (AP) - Sailors from the nuclear submarine Seadragon went ashore
in this port wday and riot
police were alert for any new
outbreak by leftists. Police
warned that major trouble still
is possible, and Moscow said
the submarine's visit could
affect relations With Japan.
No incidents were reported
as most of the 108-man crew
went sightseeing. Thursday
after the submarine docked,
small bands raced through the
streets shouting in English
"Yankee go home!" and "Go
home, devil,"
Leftist leaders had promised
a turnout of upward of 15,000
demonstrators to protest the
visit of the Sea dragon to
Sasebo. But only 2,000 showed
up. The port is 35 miles
south of Nagasaki, shattered
by a U.S. atomic bomb near
the end of World War II.
The only skirmish occurred
when police tangled With about
200 leftist students, who tried
to stage a sitdow;, on a fourlane road leading to the U.S.
base in Sasebo. Police said
seven demonstrators suffered
minor injuries and 15 were
taken into custody.
Moscow radio charged the
Seadragon's viSit was m::de
"in accordance with U.S. imperialists' policy to make
Japan the strategic point of
aggression in the Far East."
It asked "why the Ameri;..an
nuclear - powered submarine
should have been deployed in
Japan at the time when the
international tension has begun easing."

NBA Scores

There was time for a bit
of chatting between the men
about their landslide election
victories. Diaz Ordaz will take
office Dec. 1.
Then a bit of LBJ Ranch
tradition, of inscribing names
in cement, was a must. After
that, a festive barbecue under
the old live oak trees in the
pasture beside the river.
At the end of the feasting,
the master of ceremonies,
C actus
Pryor,
introduced
Johnson as "the boss of this
spread," and the President
and his visitor spoke.
"We have problems," Johnson said. "We are here to
discuss them, and in the days
ahead we will resolve them."
Addressing Diaz Ordaz,
Johnson said: "You make us
very proud to be in our home
and on our land."
The Mexican leader responded with thanks for "the
overwhelming hospitality in
the sweet inUmacy" of the
Johnson ranch.
"I am here," he said, "to
seal a friendship with a warm
handshake."
Then Diaz Ordaz pointed to
recent settlement of the century-old EI Chamizal border
dispute as showing how differences can be eliminated.
He said the most powerful
nation in the w0rld had
"yielded to justicl:" in trans-

ferring disputed land near EI
Paso, Tex., to Mexico, which
he described as "economically
and militarily very weak."
Serious talk on other
matters lay ahead.
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WHAT ARE YOUR
PLANS AFTER
GRADUATION?

fi·J ~::~~:::;,
University

1964

"I want the opportunity of being
of service to people. I know
knowledge
is important and
necessory, but knowledge in it.
self does not become powerful
unti I put into oc:tion.'·

"Study is important to my per-

sonol growth. I'ye chDsen Morth.
western Mutual Life because of
its outstanding troining program
for new representatives. One out
evety six Northwestem Mutual
Agents is a ChOrtered Life Under.
Writer. U
As our Educatiano)
Department motto suggests: "He
b~i~9S~!Sd.?~tting better ceaSes

GUARAJVTEED
If you are in doubt regarding your
plans after graduation, I suggest
you sign up now with your Place_
ment Office to interview.

SERJtlCE

ON
Televisions
and
Stereos

309
S. Illinois

GOSS

Wednesday,
November 18th
with

THE NORTHWESTUN
MUTUAL LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
Dial

The Median', 11th ....... <0-,",_

457·7Z72

AnnnltllllnllHlllllllUllnnllllnllnlllllll1l111nnnnlR

PIZZAS
11-

s...u

13-

r.....

1'1"
J..... 1to

Tomato and Cheese

.70 1.00 2.00

Half and Half

.85

1.10 2.10

By The Associated Press
Detroit 121, San Francisco 99
Philadelphia 110, Boston 109

All the popular names
in "Modern Uwln••"

Italian Sausage

1.00 1.25 2.25

Hamburger

1.00 1.25 2.25

Mushroom

1.00 1.25 2.25

Pepper and Onion

1.00 1.25 2.25

Anchovi

1.00 1.25 2.25

. .. come in now and see ou, fine selection of

*Rlz-Cr.', *Arlnour
~AcadelnY

~Em"ssy

Pepperoni

1.15 1.40 2.50

Combination

1.25 1.50 3.00

Any c:ombination of the above is available

8' Widesel0' Widese12' Wides

the greatest sel~tion
in
Southern Dlinois

Chuck Glower Trailer Sales
Carbondole
Highway 13 East

Phone 457.6945

Sizzling hot to your door

We Deliver

in our new radio - dispatched
hot oven "Pizza Bug"

PIZZA KING
DIAL 457-2919
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Model U.N. Planners Choose
Discussion Topics for Event
Topics for discussion for
Loss of Vote for Arrearsof
the Model United Nations
Payments.
be held Feb. 11- 13 in [he Committee 4--Economics:
Capital Development Fund
University Center Ballroom
have been selected by the
for Emerging Nations.
steering committee. The y
Po pu 1 a ri 0 n
Explosion. _, __,.;;-:"'~,
arc:
and Control.
Security
Council:
Committee I--Political:
Cyprus and Malaysia.
Communist China.
Use of Force for Settling
Disputes.
Comminee 2-- Trusteeship:
South West Africa.
POrluguese Territories.
Frank J. Bell, assist- • ~~~~!"!"'!• •
ant professor of geology. will
Committee 3--Financial:
attend the annual meeting FriSupport of Peace-keeping day and Saturday in Denver of
Operations.
the newly organized American Institute of Professional
Geologists.
Bell, a specialist in petroleum geology. joined the SIU
faculty in 1957 after being an •
indL'pcndent consulting geologist in Carmi for 12 years.
Ill' has served on the insti'~Flowers for all Occasions
tute's committee to screen
membership applicants from
457-oUloUl
Illinois. He also has been a
committee chairman in the Boyds of Feather
un .... ~. :\1 ... "\1-:1.
American Association of Pef·'lfnnl\ll.'t ....:. 11.1."01-.
lrolL-um Geologists-

to

Geology Professor
To Anend Meeting
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FOR THE BEST IN VI1~HllV "C"•••
eTREE RIPENED APPLES
(We gr<ow <our <own)

elCE COLD FRESH APPLE CIDER
(Discount on S gal .. or more)

e HONEY - Comb or Stroined

McGUIRE FRUIT FARM tAARKET
B Miles South an U_S. 51

............

SPUDNUTS
The favorite
Donut of
college
students
nation
wide.
Now allen 24 hours a day!

Campus Shopping
Csnter
1~

Blocks North of Old Main

L:========:;;;;;:::==========::;

,;

Flock Together

SIU's Red Book Is Weak on Plot
But Has Great Cast of Characters

By Robert Smith
SIU's campus is being overrun by a myriad of strange
and interesting persons and
thlngs--at least a tour through
the new SIU Directory would
make one think so.
Perhaps the little red book
knew ahead of time the outcome of the nationai elections.
It lists 75 Johnsons and 4
Humphreys, but has not a
single Goldwater. Miller kept
the losing side in the books,
with 65 liswd on campus.
Also in its list of persona Hties is Castro, John Baptist.
22 Adams, 3 Cains, a Matthew
and, for good luck, a James
Bond.
The book gets around in the
world, listing four Nations
including three Englands and
five Hollands. It includes two
English, two French, two Irish
and an Italiano. On the City
level it has seven Austins, a
Paris. a Baltimore and a Burbank.
The Directory paints a picture of the average student as
having a Skeleton of Bones,
a Head, Blood. a Chin, Arms,
two Shins and two Eyes. It
also gives him three Heals
and five Hinds and makes him
Bald but with two Beards.
Students come in a variety
of
colors, including 51
Browns, II Grays, 31 Whites.
14 Greens, 7 Blacks and one
Blonde.
Among the Ranks at SIUare
19 Kings. a Queen, three Barons, and II Knights, all living in two Castles.
The Directory has more

profeSSions than a guidance
counselor. It lists three
Bosses and two Formans.
Among the more common
fields are nine Farmers, 19
Bakers, a Butcher, 25 Cooks,
two Merchants, five Miners,
four Carpenters and five Barbers.
It also lists five Archers,
nine Hunters, a Ranger and a
Forrester. who must work in
Thompson (29) Woods (12).
Of more interest to students
might be the fact that the Directory lists eight Brewers
with five Beers and Champagne at five Barrs.
The six Houses on campus
share a Garden in which there
are three Gardeners and a
Plant with four Flowers and
three Blooms.
Thompson Point is well recognized in the Directory, With
three Abbotts, eight Baileys,
three Baldwins, a Lentz, six
pierces, six Warrens, 109
smiths and 51 Browns.
The Directory lists a Lake
and two Ponds which have
three Beaches.
Christ and four Christians
are listed in the book, along
with four Popes, four Elders,
two Pasters and seven Parsons. They have one Church
and six Parrishes.
The book appears to be quite
a Farmer, with a Field of
two Beans, nine Berrys, two
Cherrys, three Palms, eight
Rice paddies, and Oats and
an Olive.
Carr fans will note two
Buicks. seven Fords, three
Nashs, a Packard, a Dodge
and even a Bentley.
MID. tAlC*

It" ...

sweaters and skirts
to complete your
casual winter
wardrobe..
220 S. Illinois

n~t1?
I~ ~
1~ P-

. If' P-

'till 8:30

Two SIU professors, Willis
Moore, chairman of the Department of Philosophy, and
Hellmut A. Hartwig, Department of Foreign Languages,
are attending the Dlinois Conference of the American Association of University Professors at Eastern Illinois
University today and Saturday.
Moore will take part in a
discussion of the effects of
a "master plan" on faculty
status.
A dinner and executive session are rlanned today. Saturday, following a welcoming
address by PreSident QUincy
Doudna, Tom Anton of the
University of Illinois will
speak on "Educational Issues
in
the 1965 Legislative
Session."
Shop with

DAILY EGYPTIAN
Advfl'tisers

ON

-m~

CAMPUS!

JIM'S PIZZA PALACE
OPEN 4:00 - 1:00 SUN. THRU THURS.
FRI. & SAT. TILL 2:00 A.M.
519 S. ILL.

2 SIU Professors
Attend Meeting

JPP.~ ~

Open Mofl!lay nights

There are five kinds of
birds on campus (or 11 Boyds
if you're from Brooklyn), including a Buzzard, five
Cranes, two Crows, 40 Martins, a Stork and a Feathers.
On the ground there are
eight Wolfs, a Mink, a Burrow and a Bull. There are
three Fish including two Bass.
The five Majors on campus
must have had a Battle with
the five Cannons, which went
Bang,
Blow, Crackel and
Click-Click.
SIU is quite a Loverland,
with four Parks in which 13
Loving Parkers are Parkin
under a Loversky.
And something must be Askew on any campus where
there are 10 Summers. but
only five Winters.

PHONE 549·3324

Imported gifts

The
Museum Shop
AL TGELD HALL

OPEN 9.S
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ShOop with

VTI Groups
Set Up Fund
For Memorial
A Kathleen J. Easley Memorial Scholarship Fund has
been established jointly by
the Women's Cooperative, the
VTI executive council and the
V TI Student Center. Miss E asley, 19-year-old VTI student,
died recently of a brain hemorrhage.
Based entirely on donations,
the scholarship will be initiated for one year. Contributions may be sent to Mrs.
Bonnie Eaglin, women's cooperative r~sident counselor,
or to the VTI Student Center.
Also in honor of Miss
Easley,
a
Kathleen
J.
Easley Memorial Award will
be given yearly to tru "girl
who contributes most to coops. Profits realized from
the recent "Slave Day" will
be used to purchase a plaque
to be hung in the dormitory
With the names of each of the
recepien(s of the award
engraved on it. The first award
winner will be chosen spring
term.
A memorial service was
conducted Wednesday evening
for Miss Easley at the VTI
Cafeteria Faculty Lounge. The
Rev. Mark Miller of the Student Christian Foundation officiated at the service attended
by 80 co 100 people, including
students,
staff and faculty
members.

Coed Attacked,
Left Unharmed
An SIU coed was left unharmed after she was attacked about 8:30 p. m.
Wednesday
while walking
home
from the Varsity
Theater.
The attack occurred in a
one-block stretch of Freeman
Avenue between Forest and
James Streets.
An unidentified assailant
grabbed her from behind, put
his hands around her mouth
and threw her to the ground.
At first, the girl thought
a practical joke was being
played on her by neighborhood friends, but after she
realized she was being attacked, she began to scream.
The screaming frightened
the assailant, and he fled without harming her.
The attacker was described
as about 6 feet tall, of slender build, having black hair
and 20 to 22 years of age.
He was wearing a green
crew - neck sweater with a
white shirt underneath, and
appeared to be well dressed,
the girl said
The frightened coed said
she was walking in the middle
of the street when she was
attaCked, and that the man
was so quiet she didn't know
anyone was near her.
This is the first such incident this school year, according co Tom Leffler, security officer.
"Last year five persons
were arrested in similar inCidents, but this is the first
attack to take place since we
cleared the others up," Leffler said.
The security officer said
the girl gave them a good
description of the assailant,
and the officers are investigating a suspect.

Jackson County Allotted
813,123 for Fuel Tax

DAILY EGYPTIAN

Budg.t Terms
Free ABC Boo"'et
on Diamond

Buying
INCOMPARABLE
watch, jewelry.
shaver
reconditioning

2 - 5 Day SERVICE

1!un9wib. :Jewe~'t
ACROSS FROM CAMPUS
SH;)PPING CENTER
611 S. Illinois

LACK OF RAIN CAUSES TOP SOIL TO CRACK

Draught Grips Area

Rain, Rain, Don't Stay Awayl
Don't Wait for That Other Day
By Frank Messersmith
Sometime last September a
dejected little girl with blonde
hair and big, blue eyes looked
out a window and sang in a
sweet tender VOice, "1'.<1in,
rain go away, come again
some other day."
If the weathermen and farmers could find that little girl,
they'd probably hit her With a
ton of dried leaves, grass and
wheat, and throw her into a
hole filled with Southern Illinois dust.
Because the rain has done
just exactly as the little girl
requested, the southern pan
of IllinoiS, and most of the nation for that matter, is in the
middle of a drought that has
desuoyed most of the winter wheat crop. And it threatens CO kill even more unless
that "other day" is just around
the corner.
Last month was the driest
October of the century in Illinois.
t\nd, the longer a drought
lasts, the harder it is
for nature to bTeak, according to Floyd F. Cunningham, director of SIU's Climatology Laboratory.
"The less moisture [here
is in an area," Cunningham
said, "the more natural force
that has to be exerted to bring
rain."
Many persons feel droughts
occur periodically, but according to Cunningham,
weather prognosticators know
of no cyclical patterns of
drought.
"It was thought for awhile
there was a pattern in the
midwest section of [he plains
states because, since 1850,
there has been a drought every
20
yea r s/' Cunningham
continued.
"However,
the present
drought eliminates the theory
because it wasn't supposed to
occur until 1970."
In some places, men have

Sudsy Dudsy
self.service laundry

~

WASH20¢

DRY 10e

tried to bring rain by "cloud
seeding," but this, according
to Cunningham, "is limited
and has little value."
He indicated that for seeding to be successful local
conditions must be favorable
and there must be some moisture present.
Meteorologists have arrived at a theory by which
they think weather can be
controlled, but as yet it is
untried and unproved.
"Nature maintains a balance in weather by a process
of advection," Cunningham
said, "which is a horizontal
shifting of air from region
to region."
By this process nature
keeps the tropics from getting too hot and the arctic
regions too cold.
"If we could control this,
we might be able to do something about the weather," he
said.
"The present drought is
probably related to the jet
stream, a meandering flow of
air in the high altitudes,"
he said.
"We don't know too much
about the jet stream, but its
winds have occurred farther
north than usual this year:'
Cunningham said.
"This has repeatedly
caused a flow of dry, Canadian air to sweep across the
Eastern United States, deflecting winds from the South
that could have brought the
much needed rain."
Relief from the drought is
already being formed ip the
shape of cold arctic air.
According to Cunningham,
"Cool air is building in the
Arctic at this time, and sooner or later will spew fonh
a burst of cooler air."
This ought to be beating
a Chilly path to us this month,
he said.
It's possible this might not
happen, but it will be unusual if it doesn't.

'~rene "

Much to the disillusionment
of many old-timers, the long,
dry summer and fall will have
no effect on the other seasons, said Cunningham.
Glancing at a meteor on
the wall, Cunningham said,
"the winds are now blowing from the Southwest in
gusts up to 30 miles-perhour, and this could bring
us just the conditions we need
to start winter on its way."
That's a pretty chilling thing
to say.

A FREE TRIP TO NEW YORK
for the lucky winner. Anybody buying an air or steamer ticket
from HOLIDAY TRAVEL between now IUId
con pr.Jrtici,ate~ Stop in far

HOLIDAY

Mar~h

31, 1965

details.

TRAVEL

In Business Since 1956
The Fully Accredited Travel Agency
457-6173

207 S. III.

Weekend
Special.
6 PORK
BARBECUE
SANDWICHES

$1.80
Shakes -19~
Good today thru Sunday

FREE
•• DELIVERY
Our delivery truck
is equipped with an
oven _.. we serve
HOT food on every
delivery!

college
fl()rist

Jackson County has been
DRY CLEANING
allotted $13,123 as its share
Sibs .• $1.50
of the motor fuel tax paid
.into the-statEpreasur;lC during
·Occobe·l'.···· .. · . .
. ........;;U·N;.;:I;.;.V.;;;E.;.;RS;.;I.;.TY.;..;.P.;;L;.;:AZ;;;A.;;.......I L..;;.;;';';";;';';";";';";';';';';"'_'_:..;4,;;'Sl..-6;;,;;6.;.;60;;,tl·

FREE Delivery On
Orders Over $2.00

••• SERVICE

~4424

We are now serving Home-made PIE.
20c a Slice

~ .. 12.02 W.· Mci'''.

Corbond·af •
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BILL MEADE

Gymnastics Clinic
~O );1eatupn ."eade

More than 100 high school
coaches are expected to be
on campus Saturday for a oneday clinic on "The Changing
Style of Basketball." The meet
will be held in the new SIU
Arena.
The clinic will be held from
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. and will
feature four sessions and a
d;::monstration by the SlUbasketball team.
The morning will be devoted
to defense, with the afternoon
going to offense. Coach Lee
Cabutti of Champaign, whose
teams have been known for
years as having perhaps the
best defense in the state, will
open the sessions by speaking
on man-to-man defense.
The second of!fensive session will feature Dick Ruggles
speaking on zone defenses.
Ruggles, now coach at Nash-

the finest teams in the state.
Winding up thtl sessions on
offense will be Gene Haile of
Mt. Vernon, 111., who will
speak on pattern offenses.
The finale to the clinic will
be an hour-long demorstration
by Coach Jack Hartman's Saluki basketball team.

Q ual'1 Season Set
To Start Saturday

e. _

~

\

The Illinois Department of
BILL CORNELL
DAN SHAUGHNESSY
Conservation has announced
~ 1"'1
• ~ lUI
that the quail season will be- Saluki Record Is 0-2
Bill Meade, coach of Southgin at noon Saturday and will
ern's national champion gymend at sunset Dec. 31.
n:tstks team, will be the prinShooting hours are from
cipal speaker Saturday night
sunrise until sunset after the
at a dinner climaxing the first
.'irst day of the season.
annual gymnastics clinic at
The daily kill limit is eight.
the University of Illinois.
The possession limit is 16
A five-man varsity team to win the special three-mile
The clinic is co-sponsored
after the first day of the sea- and four freshmen are rep- race following the varsity
by the Illinois High School
son. On opening day both lim- resenting Southern today in events.
Coach Lew Hartzog de8~~~::::r/~:~~I\~~~; ;t~~e~~~ ~~~~~rell~~_l~~: ~~~:~;-p\~c: its are the same, eight quail. ~~~e~c~nt~~~s~~~:~!::~ ~~~~ scribes Shaughnessy as the
finest cross-country prospect
Association.
finish in last year's State Bask ball M f
Se
in Chicago.
Meade, who is also presi- TournaJTI .. .,t.
el
ee Ing
t
The Salukis, who are 0-2 he has ever had. The young
dent of the National AssociaAfter
lunch provided by
All basketball team man- so far this year, will be led Canadian recently set a fourtion of Collegiate Gymnastics the SIU Department of Inter- agers who want to enter their by veteran Bill Cornell of mile record in Chicago when
Coaches, will speak on this collegiate Athletics, coach teams in the intramural bas- Chelmsford, England. Alan he finished in 19:30.2. Defendyear's
Jlympics. Meade's Don Stanton of Mt. Vernon ketball leagues are requested Ackman, John Trowbridge, ing champion Dick Schramm of
prize pupil, Rusty MitChell, will speak on fast break of- to attend a meeting sched- Jack Leydig and Jay Beeskow Miami of Ohio holds the confi'lished as America's sec- fenses. Stanton formerly was uled for 7:30 p.m. Tuesday round out the varsity squad. ference of 19:07 for the fourond-ranking gymnast at the the coach at Pinckneyville, in Room 308 of the Wham
Canadian Dan Shaughnessy, mile course.
gra_m_t=_s_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _w_h_e_r_e_h.e_pr.o_d_u_c_ed_s_o_m.e_o_f_E.d.u.c.a.ti.o.n.B.u.il.d_in_g_._ _ _ _ _S.I.U.f.r.e.s_hm_a_n_,.is_th.e_fa_v.o.r.it..
e

Cornell Leads SIU Runners
Today in Chicago Chalienge

Geese _ Get Going!
It's Hunting Time

SOLD:
1 TV SET
I

F_ sale at "erg,"" - 21 , ..ch
Z... itlt T.V_.......
I••
_d c.,diti_. C...... C. CI •
...... 80S Taylor 0.-. Call 7.S71l.

_·co....

Goose season opens in J ackson, Williamson, Alexander
and Union Counties Monday
and ends Dec. 23.
A second season will open
Dec. 27 and run through Jan.
15, 1965, and if a quota of
15,000 geese is killed before
Jan. 15 the season will be
closed
by administrative
order, according to the Illinois
Department
of
Conservation.
Shooting hours will be from
sunrise until 3 p.m., except
on the state-operated hunting
areas. where hunting is permitted from sunrise until
noon. The public hunting areas
will be closed on Thursday
and Friday every week.
The daily kill limit and
possession limit is five geese,
of which only two may be
Canada geese or subspecies.

I

SfU Cage Games
To Be on WSIU

" Received 10 calls, sold on the
first one, and wanted the
phone turned off. "

• • •

All of the home-and-away
Saluki basketball games will
be broadcast over WSIU, John

Proof that CLASSIfIED

SELLS!
GET RESULTS QUICK VVITH -

DAILY EGYPTIAN
CLASSIFIED
Bldg. T-48

Ph. 453-2354

L. Kurtz, operations manager
of WSIU, said.
The first Saluki basketball
game will be a home game
against Oklahoma State and
will be broadcast at 7:50 p.m.
Dec. I.
Dallas Thompson and Al
Jacobs will do the play-byplay of the game. They will
also broadcast the first two
away-games against Southwest Missouri State and Kansas State.
Richard M. Uray, coordinator of the Broadcasting
Service and producer of the
sports broadcasts, said WSIU
will feed the broadcast to a
sports
network of area
stations.
Included in the network wm
be WJPF, Herrin, and WEBQ,
Harrisburg, and they will carry the games live.
WINI,
Murphysboro, and
WC IL, Carbondale, are scheduled to tape the games and
rebroadcast them the next day.
Uray said more stations
might bt! added to the network
at a later date.
Shup with

DAILY EGYPTIAN
Ad,\."~rti'!'f.e1"s
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Tattered Rockets Coming to Town
Toledo Squad With 1-7 Record to Meet 2-6 Salukis
Simrell, a 6-3, 180-pounder
and Toledo's team captain,
The Rockets are coming to currently is eighth in the
town Saturday. and they are major college ranks in forsporting for an explosion.
The Rockets, Toledo University's torn and tattered
football squad, will provide
the opposition for SIU in the
annual Parents Day game in
McAndrew Stadium.
Like the haggard Salukis,
coach
Frank Lauterbur's
fizzling Rockets have barely
made it off the launching pad
rhis season. Toledo currently
~s grounded with a poor 1-7
record and ... two-game losing
streak.
Don Shroyer's weary Salukis are one Ilotch ahead of
Toledo with a 2-6 record and
a three-game losing skein.
But the Rockets do pack
some punch, panicularly in
DAN SBIRELL
the offensive backfield vrhere
quanerback pacing-ace Dan ward passing and ninth in total
Simrell and halfback Jim G!"ay offense.
have been making a lot of
A native of Toledo, the
crafty senior has completed
noise in recent weeks.
By Richard La Susa

89 of 166 passes this season
for 965 yards and one touchdown.
Simrell's
Sal u k i
counterpan, Jim Han, has
connected on 88 of 198 passes
for
1,283 yards and 12
touchdowr;.s.
In addition to his fine display of passing in Toledo's
first eight games, SimreU has
carried the ball lO2 times for
324 yards and three scores.
All told, Simrell has carried
or thrown the ball 268 times
for a total offense of 1,289
yards.
Jerry Rhome of Tulsa, who
played havoc with the Salukis
earlier this season, is the
nation's leading passer and
total offense leader with 2,252
yards.
Gray, a 6-0, 178-pound
'Speedster from White Plains,
N. Y., and collegiate football's
ninth best scorer a year ago,
is the Rockets' leading rusher
after eight games.
The sparky senior has
rushed 96 times for 357 yards
and one touchdown. Gray, also

Toledo's third best pass receiver witt, 18 catches for
195 yards and one touchdown,
is averaging 3.2 yards per
carry.
Two other Rocket offensive
staners -- fullback
Jim
Berkey and end Henry Burch-also loom as big threats for
Southern's unpredictable defense Saturday. Berkey (5-11,
21O-pounds) is Toledo's top
scorer with 36 points, and
has carried the ball 75 times
for 294 yards.
Burch, a 6-2, 200-pound
sophomore from Detroit, is
Simrell's favorite target this
season. Burch has pulled in
32 passes for 317 yards.
A word ('! caution for quarterback Han: in addition to
their potentially potent offensive threat, the Rockets
are ninth in the nation in total
pass defense. Toledo has allowed 50 completitlns in 93
attempts but only 598 yards,

Salukis'Progress Means Step
Forward, Penalty Backwards
the old mark, opponents were
thrown for a loss of 300 yards
because of infractions.
Saluki fans, somewhat disappointed at the team's 2-6
record, have been advanCing
their opinions as !o the Salukis' frequent usc of "reverse play."
Some say the penalties are
caused by sloppy play, some
say it's dirty play, while
others contend it's because
we're playing tougher
competition.
And then there's the ageold complaint that the referees are just whistle happy.
Coach Shroyer has a couple
versity g-reenhouse north of of theories of his own. First,
the Agric~1ture Building.
he says that since this is the
An exhilit of paintings of first year Southern has played
Fairfield Porter will be in under Missouri Valley Conthe Mr. and Mrs. John Rus- ference Officials, "Maybe
sel Mitchell Art Gallery in the they're watching SIU a little
Home Economics Building. closer now that we're trying
This display will be (.Open from to get into the MVC:'
2 to 4 p.m. Sunday.
The head football coach also
Displays of the three tyfoes said the increased number of
of poisonous snakes and oi penalties may be due in part
stream fishes of Southern lI1i- to the players' being a little
nois will be in the University over-t;>ager at times.
Museum in Altgeld Hall this
Fred Huff. spons publicist
weekend. Museum hours are for SIU and himself an exfrom 8:30 a.m. until 5 p.m. offiCial, agrees With Shroyer
Saturday and from I to 5 p.m. that being under the MVC
Sunday.
rules has made the difference.
,..------------------------.

(Conti nued flam Page 1)

ion Show-Convocation at 2 in
the Center Ballrooms. (Convocation credit will not be
given at this show.) A coffee
hour will take place between
3 and 5 p.m. in the Ohio
River Room in the center.
A buffet dinner for students
and parents will be in the
Roman Room of the University Center between 5:30 and
7:30 p.m.
Following the SIU-Toledo
football game, which begim;at
8 p.m. in McAndrew Stadium,
there will be a dance and hootenanny in the center. The dance
will be in the ballrooms, with
music by the Nite Owls, and
the hootenanny in the Roman
Room. The Folk Arts Society
is helping to arrange the song
fest.
Exhibits which will be open
to parents over the weekend
will include a display of
d"cawings from live plants and
flowers by SIU freshman art
students, between 10 a.m. and
5 p.m. Saturday in the Uni-

ifAf;' i :I
[j :Ie] ;iii
I,~ r;';i I
SWEATSHIRTS. BOWLING SHOES
H03BY ITEMS. BARBELLS
718 S. III.

'Neor the Compus'

WELCOME I
PARENTS.
Be Sure And Visit Carbondale's
FINEST
Men's Clothing Store
RECENT LV ENLARGED TO SERVE YOU BETTER

s.

• 3.0 grade average required.
• Must be responsible, punctual,
energetic.

Applya&

STU DENT WORK OFFICE

Daily Egyptian Classified Ads
Classified advertising rates: 20 words or less Ore S1..00 per
insertion; additional words five cents eac.h; four consecutive

issues for $3.00 (20 words).

Payable before the deodl ine,

which is two days prior to publication. e)ICcept 'or Tuesday's
~aper. which is noon Friday.
The Dany Egyptian does not refund money when ads Qre con-

celled.
The Daily Egyptian reserves the right to ,eject any advertising

LOST

HELP WANTED
Full.tim. f .... al. attend... t need·
ed for wint.r qUClft.r at T.P.

:;l.8;.el~fte~7 p:;~erview c~

Free round trip iet fare to New

..{ ~:'~ Christmas vacation in ex...

Black trench coat. black velv.t
coli .., zipper for lining. Rumpus
Room Friday. Nov. 6. Reward.
Call 7.7845. Christine. R_no 18.
60

FOR SALE

I----..:....;;.;.;..~-----_i

change for '''':~-'''!'''. care of phys~

lC1I1A

student during thanksgiving vO-

Asking $300.00. Call 457·2897
after 5 p.m.
62

i"ally

h... dicapped

male grad

cation. Call immediately after
5<00 p.m. 9.1314.
46

n,,==ti e,onco. 125cc•• red

tanlc, low mileage

For

holiday

very clean.

parties;

Gntique

punch bowl. cuPS. tray, ladle.

I

a-____W_A_N_T_E_D_ _ _ _-f ~~esG~o;iZss~V~~~r:::) 4~7~nii t
Girl to sh ..e apartment for 3
d.. ing winter & spring quarters.
Location .5 one block fro ... Old
Main. Phane 9-2574.
49
Ride w... ted to Miami. Florida
for ThCXIksgiving. C ... leave any·
time. will share eXpenses. Call
549·3823.
54

FOR RENT

=11 c~~':. "U~t'!:;";'h:d~IC~~~
~a.:: .;!ah~r~9,.·.; 7~~!.nW6d&si

Vacancies for girls winter &
spring terms at 0 leading new
off.campus dormitory, serving 20
uhome cooked" meals a week.
JlIino~.

Adverti~ers

• Hours 6:30 to 8:30 each morning,
Tilesday through Saturday.

p..... or Fri<lay, Sah,rday. and
Sunday all day.
50

200

I

JIM GRAY
Shop .... "
OAILY EGYPTIAN

Daily Egyptian needs carriers for
delivery within Carbondale city limits.

backing off the field is quarterback Jim Hart. His aerial
skills have accounted for 1,283
yards, also a school record.
The statistics seem to indicate that instead of playing
football, Coach Don Shroyer's
squad is playing tug of war
with the referees.
But it's not only the Salukis. Their opponents have been
a bit backward also. Some 66
~nalties
have been called
agains: Southern's foes, accounting for 640 yards.
In 1961, the year SIU set

Parents to See Fashion Show

l

HELP WANTED
WINTER TERM

6 Yards Net in 8 Games

For every step the Salukis
have managed to tru1ge forward on the gridiron this season they've taken a subsequent
step backwards.
In eight games they have
netted only six yards on the
ground. Their total yards
gained is 714; their total penalized is 708.
And, just for the record
books, the 70S-yard total established a school record. The
old mark was 692 for 10 games.
About the only thing that
has kept the Salukis from

an average of 76 yards per
game.
Han has been averaging
11 completions a game and a
shade better than 160 yards.

Only one block from campus.
Phone 457.5167. Wilson Manor.
56

after S p.m.

61 ,

1957 Chevy. 4 dr. V.8 automatic.
58.000 ac:tual miles. Very good
_hape. Call Dave 7·7882 or se.
at 608 W. College.
59
1956 Ford canv.. automatic: 8
c:ylinder. dep ... dable. Asking

$175.00. Call 9.3177. 606
Park, Apt. u.

E.

57

1964 Fend ... B ...dmaster Amp.
blue strati coster guitar with vi-

brato. Call 457·5588 or see at
Jacksan Tr.,;l.r Ct•• trailer no.3.
58
JQguar - 1959 black sed ....

::hm:ye:S~~:, :~e~!~th!,sr::I~
nut

'rim.

Excellent

condition.

Phone 549.3487 after 6 p.m.

51

Br ... d new. 1965 Yamaha 80cc.
8 miles. List s.coO. Will soc,i.
fice lor $375 due to family trou·
ble. Call 9.3287.
47
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Fight.r All His Life

High School Football Crowns
Hang in Balance This Week

Fred Hutchinson Dies-,
Redlegs'Ex-Manager
By JOE REICHLER
Associated Press
Sports Writer
Fred Hutchinson always
said thev would have to tear
the uniform off him. That is
what they did.
The former Cincinnati Redleg manager died eady Thursday in a Bradenton, Fla., hospital. His death was caused by
chest cancer.
Hutch knew a long time ago
his days were numbered but
he made utmost use of every
one of those days doing what
he knew and liked best.
The man was a fighter. He
always had to batLIe against
odds. As a big league pitcher, Hutchinson lacked the
primary requisite of a sizzling fast ball. But he compensated for it by the fierce
way of using the skills he had
to become an 18-game winner.
Defeat was so alien to his
nature that he used to wreck
clubhouses in displeasure.
He was the same as a manager. No ball club of his ever
dared to get complacent. He
won a pennant With a Cincinnati team in 1961 that experts
said had no right to win, but
it was his own determination, unshakable confidence in
his players and grim resolve
that made it possible.
"Give all the credit to
Hutch," said DannyMurtaugh,
a rival pilot of Pittsburgh.
"The penn1.nt was his baby."
Hutch spoke in a soft, gruff
voice but he spoke frankly
and directly. Doubletaik was
foreign to him. He was called
"The Big Bear" because of
his powerful physique. And

"Old
Stoneface" because
some of baseball's best quips
bounced off his stony exterior
but he never could find it
in himself to laugh when he
didn't feel the joke.
He always felt uncomfortable saying "yes" if what he
really thought was "no."
A classic example took
place some years ago when
Hutch was managing the St.
Louis Cardinals. There was
a high-level conference of the
Redbird brass, and Hutch was
urged by Gussie Busch, then
a comparatively new owner
of the Cards, to put the untalented
Tom Alston, a
$100,000 purchase, on first
bas e
ins tea d of Joe
Cunningham.
Hutchinson looked his boss
straight in the eye and settled the issue With one scathing sentence.
"If you want a clown to
play first base. why don't
you hire Emmett Kelly?"
Alston did not play first
base.
It was typical of Hutch that
when he learned he was
stricken With cancer, he made
no attempt to hide it. He made

..

FRED HUTCHINSON

the announcement himself and
he made it in blunt. straightforward fashion.
Hutchinson has been pictured as a cold, unemotional.
gruff and distant man. Nothing
could be farther from the
truth. He was no charm boy
and he wasn't easy to know
but those who were fortunate
to be called his friends knew
him as a kindly and warm indiVidual With a sense of humor.
Joe Garagiola, former Cardinal catcher. now a broadcaster. said it perfectly one
day when he explained: "Hutch
is really a happy guy inside;
only his face doesn't show
it:-

WP-S( strives to up its league
record [07-0 and nail down
its first football title since
1943. Opposing West is Belvidere, winless in six conference starts.
Defending champion Freeport, in the runner-up spor
With a 5-1 slate, bows out i,
a season finale against UP r
dog Guilford.
League-leading Thorr.to·
Harvey and Chicago Hl
Bloom are favored to n(.'c
victories and wind up in a to,' way tie for the South Suburban Conference crown.
Thornton tackles Kankakee
and def~ .ding champion Bloom
takes on Joliet West.
Peoria Central and Peoria
Manual, scheduled to meet
in a Midstate Eight showduwn
Thanksgiving Day. go against
nonconference foes Friday.
Central plays Danville of the
Big Twelve and Manual collides with Streator of the North
Central Conference.
In the southwestern conference, Belleville meets Granite
City and East St. Louis tangles
with Collinsville.
Centralia resumes its drive
for the South Seven Conference
title against West Frankfort.

• •
YOUR LUCKY, LUCKY DAY AT

Jim Brown Picked
Player of the Week
NEW YORK (AP)--Old dependable Jimmy Brown came
through with another of his
patented IOO-plus yard games
for the Cleveldnd Browns last
Sunday and was named this
week's
Associated
Press
Player of the Week in the
National Football League.
Brown rambled 121 yards
on 18 carries and scored once
in the Browns' 34-24 victory
over the stubborn Washington
Redskins. Jim's touchdown
was the IOlst of his brilliant
career.
Down through the years,
Brown has amassed 100 or
more yards rushing in a rec~rd total of 48 different games.
Brown had four big days this
season, gaining 188, 149, 104
and 121 yards.
It
is largely through
Brown's efforts that Clevela.,d holds a two-game edge
in the NFL's Eastern Conference with only five games to
play. Jim leads all the rushers as usual with 934 yards
for the season on 179 carries, a lead of 208 yards on
runner- up Jim Taylor of
Green Bay.
T3ylor also had an outstanding day Sunday With his third
IOO-plus effort of the season
as he gained 145 yards on 19
carries against the tough Detroit Lions' defense in a 307 Packer victory.
Baltimore's amazing rookie
fullback. Tony Lorick, rippee:!
off 126 yards in 14 tries in the
Colts' 40-24 romp over the
defending champion Chicago
Bears.
fran Tar-kenton of Minnesota hit with three scoring
passes while completing 17
of 25 ff)r 234 yards in the
Vikings' 24-7 ramhle over the
San Franciscf) 4gers.

SPRINGFIELD~ Ill. (AP)-Shares or outright possession
of major Illinois high school
conference football titles hang
in the balance in weekend
games featuring unbeaten Urbana and Rockford West.
The weekend play marksfinal action of the campaign for
most schools.
Urbana seeks to lay undisputed claim to the Big Twelve
crown and to put the wraps
on a perfect season with a
vic tor y
over arch-rival
Champaign, one of the league's
defending co-champions.
The match is expected to
feature Urbana's stingy defense, the best in the conference,
and Champaign's
prolific offense.
Urbana has limited its foes
to five touchdowns in compiling a 5-0 conference record
and an 8-0 overall slate.
Champaign, beaten only by
Bloomington and 5-1 in league
play, has averaged 34 points
per game in eight outings.
Shooting for a share of the
title with Champaign is
Bloomington, another defending co-chamion. which places
its 4-1 record 0:1 the line
against Springfield.
In the Big Eight, Rockford

COUSIN FRED'S!
HURRY FOR THESE LUCKY BUYS! TODAY ONLY!

LYDIA GREY FA CIAL
TISSUE

2

13

200 COONT
BOXES

$6.95 VAl. •.• 3 TURRET POLE
LAMPS IN COCOA ONLY
100~ COTTON THROW

~

VAI-LJOCNORHuBOBILNG

,..

$4.
$ 13
1.
13

FO'

PINT BTL.

13 (

WEAR EVER ALUMINUM
FOIL

4

ROLLS FOR

$1.13

RED MARBELIZEO DINNERWARE

MELMAC ..

pc. $ET

$7 !3

69( KING SIZE
COLGATE

3

TUBES

1 GROUP, BROKEN LOTS -LADIES
WINTER
VALUES TO
$17.77 EA.

DON'T MISS THESE
LUCKY 13 BUYS

TODAY ONLY
at COUSIN FRED'S!

$

8 .13

REG.49( -lOOT. PLASTIC
PAIL WITh HANDLE

23~

521 EAST MAIN
CARBONDALE

